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Listen to OAZO:
OAZO 
“Time moves slow” (Release 2015)
Jochen Leuf und Band “Child of the sea” (2014)

Jochen Leuf und Band “Wild and free” (2012)

Further informations: 
Web
Facebook
Twitter
Youtube

Watch OAZO:

OAZO 
Trailer “OAZO is born” (2015)

 
OAZO 
Elephant‘s Time Sunset Sessions 

@ Le Berque Festival Serrouville (FR)

OAZO 
Multipistes Showcase, 

L‘Autre Canal, Nancy (FR)

Mail: booking@jochenleuf.de (DE/EN/FR)        

Tel: +49 175 2190017

OAZO - Beach Folk Trio
Inspiring Beach Folk melodies that tell stories of the sea and the saltwater - 
and of faraway places. OAZO love to travel. Sometimes nobody knows whe-
re they are at the very moment. Maybe you’ll receive a postcard from Asia, 
or you might find them on a small stage in a smoky beach bar somewhere in 
Andalusia, or you might take a sunset sail along the shore together. That’s 
exactly how their music sounds: Waves, ocean, and a constant desire to 
travel – Let’s call it Beach Folk.

Beyond the restrictions of well-known genres 

Jochen Leuf, Hannah Fortenbacher and Toby 

Urban weave together guitar sounds, multiple 

voices, accordion, beatboxing, and flute which 

creates an entire sea of dense and atmospheric 

songs. However, the message is plain: Love 

your life and the moment.

In the fall of 2013 OAZO, known as “Jochen Leuf 

& Band” back then, traveled to Spain shooting 

some picturesque scenes for their music video, 

produced their first EP with the help of a crowd-

funding project and played about 50 concerts 

in Germany, Holland, France, Luxembourg, and 

Spain in 2014. Since summer 2014 OAZO are 

part of the EU “Multipistes” program, that pro-

vides the band with coachings, recordings and 

video shootings. In 2015 OAZO is support act, 

amongst others, for the German Reggae Singer 

“Gentleman”.

If you wish to see a live show of OAZO you may 

want to do that very quickly since they might 

have set off for some distant places.

OAZO is born
Always desiring to travel
To faraway places
To where time moves slow
Searching for Saltwater, 
waves and wisdom
Towards the sun
OAZO is born

https://jochenleuf.bandcamp.com/album/time-moves-slow
https://jochenleuf.bandcamp.com/album/child-of-the-sea
http://bit.ly/1aiDgU3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVGe-yr6FYs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTEBFUyth0Q&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/YnQPz8g6kiQ
http://oazomusic.com/home.html
www.facebook.com/oazomusic
www.twitter.com/oazomusic
https://www.youtube.com/user/JochenLeufMusic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVGe-yr6FYs
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